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a b s t r a c t 

In this paper, we offer a sociological analysis of early warning and outbreak in the field of drug policy, focusing on 
opioid overdose. We trace how ‘outbreak’ is enacted as a rupturing event which enables rapid reflex responses of 
precautionary control, based largely on short-term and proximal early warning indicators. We make the case for 
an alternative view of early warning and outbreak. We argue that practices of detection and projection that help to 
materialise drug-related outbreaks are too focused on the proximal and short-term. Engaging with epidemiological 
and sociological work investigating epidemics of opioid overdose, we show how the short-termism and rapid reflex 
response of outbreak fails to appreciate the slow violent pasts of epidemics indicative of an ongoing need and care 
for structural and societal change. Accordingly, we gather together ideas of ‘slow emergency’ (Ben Anderson), 
‘slow death’ (Lauren Berlant) and ‘slow violence’ (Rob Nixon), to re-assemble outbreaks in ‘long view’. This locates 
opioid overdose in long-term attritional processes of deindustrialisation, pharmaceuticalisation, and other forms 
of structural violence, including the criminalisation and problematisation of people who use drugs. Outbreaks 
evolve in relation to their slow violent pasts. To ignore this can perpetuate harm. Attending to the social conditions 
that create the possibilities for outbreak invites early warning that goes ‘beyond outbreak’ and ‘beyond epidemic’ 
as generally configured. 
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Our focus in this paper is early warning and outbreak. Early warn-
ng is a form of scientific surveillance which assembles together mul-
iple forms of data and indicators to detect and anticipate emergent
hreats, and in so doing, constitute these as ‘outbreaks’. Early warn-
ng is an ‘anticipatory governance’ ( Adams et al., 2009 ; Guston, 2014 ),
hich promises preparedness, precautionary control, and rapid response
 Anderson, 2010 , 2016 ). While the drugs field has long held interest in
esearching new drug trends ( Agar and Reisinger, 2001 ; Clatts et al.,
002 ; Griffiths & McKetin, 2003; Hartnoll, 2003 ), and has developed
ow well-established early warning systems at national as well as re-
ional level ( Artigiani and Wish, 2020 ; EMCDDA, 2022 ), there is little
ociological reflection on how configurations of ‘outbreak’ through early
arning problematise and govern. How do configurations of outbreak

nact drugs as problems in particular ways? What does it mean to enact
utbreak as a particular kind of problem? 

Our substantive concern is opioid overdose. Engaging with epidemi-
logical and sociological accounts, we trace opioid overdose as a ‘slow
mergency’ ( Anderson et al., 2020 ) and ‘slow violence’ ( Nixon, 2011 ),
nd in so doing, reconfigure outbreak in ‘long-view’. We argue that
he practices of detection and projection that help to materialise drug-
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elated outbreaks are too focused on the proximal and short-term. The
hort-termism of outbreak proffers reactive and rapid reflex responses
f technological and precautionary control which can fail to appreciate
he slow violent pasts of outbreak conditions. Our analysis promotes an
lternative view of early warning; one less narrowly focused on the drug
nd the immediate appearance of hazard but also focused on the long-
iew of harm indicative of an ongoing care for structural and societal
hange. 

arly warning 

Early warning practices seek to detect and anticipate emergent
hreats, which in epidemiology is configured as ‘outbreak detection’
 Houlihan and Whitworth, 2019 ; Rivers et al., 2019 ; Southall et al.,
021 ; Yang, 2017 ). Examples of early warning indicators in rela-
ion to new drugs, trends and harms include: self-reported and other
easures of drug use; seizures; price; purity; arrests; treatment de-
and; hospital and emergency reports; poisonings; deaths; and sales

 Buxton et al., 2019 ; EMCDDA, 2016 , 2019 ). Examples of early warn-
ng technology include: routine surveillance and surveys; wastewater-
ased epidemiology; toxicovigilance and forensic analysis; community-
ased alerts; rapid assessment; analysis of open source information;
nd mathematical and computational models ( EMCDDA, 2016 , 2019 ;
 Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, UK. 
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a  
nghoff and Aldridge, 2019 ; Gushgari et al., 2019 ; Marks et al., 2021 ;
NODC, 2020a ). Early Warning Systems (EWSs) are infrastructures
hich bring together multiple forms of data and indicators across tech-
ologies of detection and projection into networks of expertise and re-
ponse. Such systems can operate at national, regional and global level
o anticipate threats in relation to disease, epidemic, disaster, envi-
onmental hazard, climate, and security ( Alcántara-Ayala and Oliver-
mith, 2019 ; National Research Council, 2001 ; Southall et al., 2021 ;
HO, 2023 ; Yang, 2017 ). The World Health Organization’s (WHO)

arly Warning and Alert Response System (EWAR), for instance, cre-
tes a global platform for rapid response in relation to “disease outbreak
etection in emergency settings ” ( WHO, 2023 ). The United Nations Of-
ce of Drugs and Crime (UNODC) similarly coordinates a global plat-

orm for early warning on the emergence of new drugs across over 130
ountries, based on a mix of international drug enforcement and intelli-
ence, global survey and health authority data, and toxicological reports
 UNODC, 2022 ). 

One of the earliest EWSs in the drugs field, developed in 1972, is
he Drug Abuse Warning Network (DAWN) in the United States (U.S.).
AWN is a nationwide surveillance system that seeks to integrate re-
orts of substance use and harm, including overdose, from the elec-
ronic health records of non-federal emergency hospital departments
 Jones and McAninch, 2015 ). DAWN was discontinued between 2011
nd 2018, creating a national drug surveillance “blind spot ” ( Sevigny
 Fuleihan, 2016 ), in a period when the U.S. overdose epidemic was

ntensified by shifts from opioid prescription use to heroin, and as
entanyl entered opioid markets ( Cerdá et al., 2021 ; Ciccarone, 2019 ;
oorob, 2019 ). DAWN was complemented by a network of research
xperts known as the Community Epidemiology Work Group (CEWG)
n an effort to incorporate community-based reports of drug trends
cross U.S. states, but this initiative discontinued in 2014 ( Artigiani and
ish, 2020 ; Kozel et al., 2002 ). In Europe, the European Union’s EWS
as developed in 1997 in response to the emergence of ecstasy (MDMA)
nd is coordinated by the European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and
rug Addiction (EMCDDA) in collaboration with Europol, the European
edicines Agency, and a network of 29 countries ( EMCDDA, 2022 ). The

ocus of the EU EWS is the detection of new psychoactive substances,
ncluding fentanyl, fentanyl analogues, and synthetic opioids implicated
n opioid overdose risk ( Evans-Brown et al., 2018 ). There is an urgency
o improve early warning efforts to detect, anticipate and prevent opioid
verdose ( Buxton et al., 2019 ; Borquez & Martin, 2022 ; Chiang et al.,
020 ; Marks et al., 2021 ; Marshall et al., 2017 , 2022 ). 

utbreak 

‘Outbreak’ is one particular configuration of early warning science.
n epidemiological accounts of emergent disease, outbreak signals epi-
emic potential, a threat of epidemic to come ( Rivers et al., 2019 ;
outhall et al., 2021 ; Yang, 2017 ). This also means that outbreak is
ften held as distinct from conditions that are established, ongoing or
ndemic ( Southall et al., 2021 ). In this paper, we want to consider criti-
ally the configuration of outbreak in early warning practices, especially
s it relates to temporality, and in relation to outbreaks which can also
e understood as crisis, as well as endemic. Thinking about the tempo-
al framings of outbreak is partly a question of how ‘early’ warnings can
e. The temporal framing of EWSs has arguably shifted historically from
ystems and indicators designed to anticipate the risk of problems well
n advance to early warning efforts which emphasise reactive and rapid
echnological responses in ‘near real-time’ prompted by hazards occur-
ing ( Alcántara-Ayala and Oliver-Smith, 2019 ). In the field of disasters
arly warning, for instance, it is said that EWSs have become “late by
efinition ” as a consequence of a narrowing “physicalist ” focus on the
ppearance of hazard, away from original conceptions of early warn-
ng oriented towards a “long-term perspective ” incorporating “histori-
al investigation ” to generate an “understanding of vulnerability ” and
social context ” ( Alcántara-Ayala and Oliver-Smith, 2019 : 322). Earlier
2 
arning is foreshortened when temporality is understood as speed of
nset and response rather than in relation to the longer-term evolution
f outbreak’s emergence. As Alcántara-Ayala and Oliver-Smith write of
isasters (2019: 322): 

“Current EWSs are focused on shorter-term occurrences of
events —hurricanes (days), eathquakes (seconds), landslides (min-
utes, hours, days), volcanic eruptions (minutes, hours, days). They
also lack a historical analytical perspective […], and hence do not
consider root causes and disaster risk drivers ”. 

We might similarly question the temporal framing of early warning
nd outbreak in the field of drug policy. We wish to argue that another
pproach to early warning and outbreak is possible ( Stengers, 2018 ); an
pproach which attempts to see outbreak in ‘long-view’; one that can see
he ‘slow emergency’ and ‘slow violence’ of outbreak ( Anderson et al.,
020 ; Nixon, 2011 ; Lancaster and Rhodes, 2023 ). An endemic or endur-
ng condition is one that has evolved in time, space and scale beyond
hat ordinarily enacted within the short-term temporality and rapid re-
ponse of early warning. An unfolding crisis of many years – like that
f opioid overdose in the U.S. – may not be captured adequately by
he rubric of outbreak as configured in epidemiological early warning.
ocusing on early warning in the drugs field, especially in relation to
pioid overdose, we speculate that early warning might extend its focal

oint —looking into a longer past and longer future, as well as broaden

ts field of vision —seeing more ecologically. 

pioid overdose 

Our case for exploring how outbreak might be remade in ‘long-view’
s opioid overodse. Epidemiological data generated by the Centers for
isease Control (CDC) in the U.S. illustrates a “long entrenched ” epi-
emic of overdose ( Ahmad et al., 2022 ; Humphreys et al., 2022 ). Since
999, according to the CDC, more than 932,000 people in the U.S. have
ied of drug overdose. Deaths have quadrupled over the past decade,
ith overdose now the leading cause of death in the under 50s in North
merica ( Wilson et al., 2020 ). The narrative of this epidemic is of-

en told in three waves ( Ciccarone, 2019 ; Cerdá et al., 2021 ). Wave
, in the late 1990s, saw the rapid rise of prescription opioids to treat
hronic pain, linked to aggressive marketing of opioids for pain relief by
harmaceutical companies, enabled by weak regulations on prescribing
nd dispensing. Wave 2, from 2010 onwards, saw prescription opioid
verdoses stabilise, at high levels, but with a sharp rise in heroin over-
ose, as opioid prescription misuse morphed into heroin use, also given
xpanded heroin availability. Wave 3, from about 2013, saw fentanyl
nd synthetic drugs spike overdose rates further still ( Ciccarone, 2019 ;
art et al., 2015 ; Zoorob, 2019 ). Since 2020, and following a short
ecline in 2018 linked to reduced carfentanil availability, there has
een more hyper-exponential growth, linked to poly-use of stimulants
nd opioids, possibly exacerbated by the Covid-19 pandemic ( Jalal and
urke, 2021 , 2022 ). A further half million overdose deaths were forecast
etween 2021 and 2025 ( Burke and Jalal, 2022 ). 

The evidencing of opioid overdose in long-view presents deaths as a
dismayingly predictable exponential growth trajectory over more than
our decades ” ( Jalal and Burke, 2022 ). In the epidemiological projec-
ions of Jalal and colleagues ( Jalal and Burke, 2022 ; Jalal et al., 2018 ),
e can see the ups and downs of differential hazard rates of over-
ose spikes connected to different epidemic waves, for instance linked
o shifts in prescription and fentanyl supply, which then return to the
mooth, but slow and deadly, exponential of epidemic, which is any-
hing but short-term. Jalal and colleagues have described this 40 year
xponential as “a purely statistical observation ”, suggesting that “the
rivers of this remain largely unknown ”, yet note that there are “long-
erm processes ” at work, which they speculate are “social and economic ”
n orientation ( Jalal and Burke, 2022 ; Jalal et al., 2018 , 2021). 

The 40 year exponential of opioid overdose in the U.S. was declared
 ‘national emergency’ by Government in 2017 ( Christie et al., 2017 ),
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ecades after such outbreaks had become epidemic as well as endemic in
ome affected communities and geographies ( Case and Deaton, 2020 ).
he moment-in-time declaration of a ‘national emergency’ and its mak-

ng of ‘outbreak’ of one kind is held in tension with another, which
s here extended as slow emergency and crisis, with the mobilisation
f emergency response by governing institutions anything but early or
apid, and neither at the scale that declarations of emergency or cri-
is can otherwise muster ( Anderson, 2010 ; Lakoff, 2017 ). The case of
pioid overdose helps our analysis here precisely because it blurs how
onfigurations of early warning and outbreak can be produced and used,
ncluding in relation to speed of response and to making visible or ob-
curing outbreak’s long-term evolution. This hits home that configura-
ions of outbreak, emergency and crisis are “far from […] transparent
nd objective ”, but create a malleable “problem-space ” in which disor-
er is problematised and managed away in uncertainty ( Anderson et al.,
020 : 622). Enacting outbreak is a problematisation with a politics
 Barker, 2012 ). 

pproach 

Rather than seeing early warning science as the means by which
e detect outbreak ‘out there’, we are instead looking for signals of
utbreak’s enactment within the shifting narratives and practices of
arly warning. Our approach is to treat the configuration of outbreak
s a ‘problematisation’ which is made up in the field of early warning
 Barker, 2012 ; Bacchi, 2018 ; Foucault, 1984 ). Our focus then, is not
o consider early warning practices in relation to their methodologi-
al veracity or accuracy (an epistemological concern of epidemiology
nd surveillance in the field), but as forms of enactment which prob-

ematise in particular ways ( Rhodes & Lancaster, 2019 ). This also makes
ur analysis distinct from parallel efforts to delineate the contribution
f the social sciences to enhancing outbreak detection and response
 Abramowitz et al., 2015 ; Janes et al., 2012 ). By engaging critically
ith the epidemiology and sociology of early warning, including in re-

ation to opioid overdose, we trace outbreak’s enactments. The science
nd practices of early warning thus become our means of ‘detection’
or tracing how outbreak ‘comes to be’, including how thinking and ac-
ion in relation to outbreak might be shifting, or at points of potential
hange. 

We approach outbreak as a form of governance ( Anderson, 2010 ,
016 ; Lancaster and Rhodes, 2023 ). The configuration of outbreak in
arly warning makes up problems and responses in particular ways, and
his can limit alternative ways of seeing and acting. We are interested
hen, in how early warning sees ; and specifically, in seeing like outbreak

 Law, 2009 ). Here, we take inspiration from John Law, who invites us
o trace how the methods of science ‘see’, and thus ‘enact’, particular
ealities, as a step towards knowing and acting otherwise ( Law, 2004 ,
009 ) . 

In approaching outbreak as enacted in practices, we emphasise three
ntroductory points (See also Lancaster and Rhodes, 2023 ). First, early
arnings of outbreak are problematisations that bring to attention cer-

ain things as matters of political and policy concern. The very naming
f something as outbreak garners attention and resources in particu-
ar ways, whilst the ending of things as outbreaks, or not naming them
s such, can absent them from attention ( Anderson, 2021 ; Collier and
akoff, 2008 ; King, 2004 ). Noticing how enactments of outbreak consti-
ute conditions as problems in need of sudden and urgent attention, may
lso alert us to concerns and crises otherwise out of sight or not previ-
usly recognised as outbreak. Second, early warnings make ruptures by
enerating and packaging evidence of occurrence in ways which contain
hat is being observed or imagined as a rupturing event, with temporal,

patial and other boundaries, which ‘break’ from the present, even while
utbreaks may have a long and slow past, for instance, when viruses
ave been circulating for years ( Anderson, 2016 ; Barker, 2012 ). Third,
arly warnings make realities , including by bringing imagined futures
nto the present, thereby altering the present, including through pol-
3 
cy and other responses of outbreak control, for instance, in restrictions
laced on population movement and behaviour, legal and border con-
rols, lockdowns and containments, pharmaceutical investments, and so
n. 

ynopsis 

Our paper is organised in five main sections. First, we look at config-
rations of outbreak in relation to disease epidemics and drugs. This ac-
entuates how outbreak is enacted as a rupturing event enabling a rapid
eflex response of precautionary control, based largely on short-term
nd proximal indicators. Second, we highlight some emergent shifts in
ractices of early warning in the drugs field. We suggest that these po-
entiate detection and projection opening-up ‘beyond substances’ as well
s ‘beyond the proximal’ and ‘beyond the local’. We then look at how
pioid overdose is constituted as outbreak, focusing on the promise and
itfalls of prediction as a technology of early warning, before situat-
ng opioid overdose outbreak in ‘long-view’. Engaging with sociological
ork, we re-assemble outbreak in relation to opioid overdose as ‘slow

mergency’ ( Anderson et al., 2020 ), ‘slow death’ ( Berlant, 2007 ), and
slow violence’ ( Nixon, 2011 ). We conclude that practices of early warn-
ng in the drugs field should not only focus on proximal and short-term
ndicators tailored to rapid reflex responses, but should open up in ways
hat enable outbreak to be seen in the ‘long’ and ‘ecological’ view of so-
ial and societal change. 

utbreak: drugs like virus? 

Sociological accounts draw attention to the declaration of out-
reak as a technique and rationality of governance which seeks to re-
tore order by detecting, containing and curtailing events enacted as
hreats ( Adey, 2016 ; Anderson et al., 2020 ; Lakoff, 2017 ; Lancaster and
hodes, 2023 ). Outbreak eventuates a problem for risk management.
hen outbreaks are projected as big, presented as emergencies, or

volve into crisis, they can enable biosecurity responses of a scale, order
nd urgency that is distinct from routine risk management ( Anderson,
010; Rhodes & Lancaster, 2022a ; Cooper, 2006 ; Lakoff, 2019 ; ). Out-
reak is a warning, like emergency, that “hinges on draining an event
f its eventfulness, by reducing its potentiality to disrupt, end, or over-
urn ” ( Anderson et al., 2020 : 624). As a technology which seeks restora-
ion towards the familiar present, the configuration of outbreak moves
etween the exceptional and the everyday, the extraordinary and ordi-
ary, the eventful and the uneventful ( Anderson et al. 2020 ; Hu, 2018 ).
n sociological view, outbreak thus signals disruption and restoration in
elation to a norm. Importantly, including for our analysis which fol-
ows, there is fluidity and multiplicity in the enactment of outbreak, as
ot all outbreaks are rendered as extraordinary or as emergency, some
ay also become presented as crisis, and some outbreaks are only de-

lared as such after some time, long after hazards or harms have been
irculating ( Anderson, 2016 ; Barker, 2012 ; Fine et al., 2020 ). 

Here, we emphasise some dynamics affecting outbreak’s enactment.
irst, and most obviously, there is the logic of epidemic. In epidemiol-
gy, an outbreak signals an emergent disease, infection or virus of epi-
emic potential ( Southall et al., 2021 ; Rivers et al., 2019 ). These logics
f epidemic, and of contagion, also shape the study and early warn-
ng of drug use and harm, constituting these as “epidemics ” ( Agar and
eisinger, 2001 ; Hughes et al., 1972 ). The configuration of outbreak

hen, extends an epidemiological reasoning which may govern drugs to
ome extent like infections. These logics arguably reside in the emer-
ence of late-modern drug epidemiology which emphasised an infec-
ious disease mentality centring the study of drug use on the ‘natural
istory’ of unfolding ‘drug epidemics’ themselves ( Hughes et al., 1972 ).
he epidemiological configuration of drugs like infections, and patterns
f drug use like epidemics, has not only shaped the indicators and infras-
ructures of early warning systems (for instance, DAWN in the U.S.) but
ore general thinking of ‘drugs’ as an evolving problem of ‘outbreak’
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o be controlled. An outbreak mentality looks towards future epidemic
otentials rather than back at what has become. The ‘natural history’
f evolving outbreak ( Hughes et al., 1972 ) offers a myopic view of the
ast. 

Second, there is novelty. Outbreak is characterised by emergence and
ndeterminacy ( Cooper, 2006 ; Hinchliffe, 2001 ). The configuration of
utbreak enacts an absence of knowable history and thus unpredictabil-
ty. The harms potentiated in an outbreak event are imminent, yet to
rrive, unfolding, not an ‘if’ but ‘when’, an anticipation ( Caduff, 2019 ).
ll outbreaks therefore present as if ‘new’. Whether framed as threats

hat are novel or familiar, large-scale or small, outbreak enables ‘antic-
patory governance’ ( Adams et al., 2009 ; Guston, 2014 ). Yet, as histor-
cal studies of recurring ‘drug epidemics’ have shown, today’s declara-
ion of so-called outbreak may be alternatively understood as an exten-
ion of endemicity and of what has gone before ( Herzberg et al., 2016 ).
ndemicity is made epidemic through the configuration of outbreak. 1 

or instance, David Herzberg’s history of three waves of pharmaceuti-
al drug epidemic in the U.S. indicates how configurations of epidemic
aves as ‘new’ outbreaks enables institutional governance as well as

mergency measures, including through enforcement ( Herzberg, 2020 ;
erzberg et al, 2016 ). In the case of recent waves of pharmaceuti-
alised drug outbreak, and how outbreak constitutes this threat, they
rite: 

“This presumed novelty is key to the epidemic’s most culturally com-
pelling narrative: that drug abuse has escaped its traditional home
among the non-White urban poor and has, via the medicine cabinet,
run amok in respectable White surburbia ” (2016: 408). 

Third, there is reach and scale. Outbreak, as epidemic potential,
magines beyond the contained local, with threats amplified and up-
caled by globalised connections between people, things and infrastruc-
ures ( Ali and Keil, 2008 ). This emphasises mutations of emergent threat
t multiple scales, from the proximal to distal, local to global. Outbreaks
raw attention to problems that can quickly extend ( Anderson, 2010 ;
ing, 2004 ). This means that outbreaks can become big, exponential,
nd colonising events ( Friedman et al., 2021 ; Zolopa et al., 2021 ). While
tarting slow or small, they can imagine catastrophe, an unknown threat
f monstrous potential as well as moral panic, disrupting the ordinary
nd future as we know it ( Lakoff, 2019 ). Outbreaks, whether in relation
o diseases or drugs, constitute problems that, if left uncontrolled, ex-
end beyond the near and now ( Anderson, 2021 ; King, 2004 ; Rhodes and
ancaster, 2022a ). 

Fourth, and most germane to our analysis, there is speed. In out-
reak, time is of the essence ( Lancaster and Rhodes, 2023 ). Speed of de-
ection and response is a taken-for-granted of early warning. Potential
rises and imagined disasters demand it. Three tendencies in the gov-
rning logics of outbreak in relation to temporality include: a proximal
nd short-term horizon (outbreaks are new and now, of-the-moment);
 sudden problematic rupture (outbreaks ‘break-out’ in unwanted and
angerous ways); and a rapid precautionary response (outbreaks require
mmediate control, before they get going). These tendencies shape nor-
ative configurations of outbreak, and thus how outbreak governs. Out-

reak detection resides in a preparedness reflex accentuating precau-
ionary control ( Barker, 2012 ). Outbreak, as with emergency and crisis,
ncourages an enforcement reflex ( Anderson, 2010 ; Hall et al., 1978 ;
akoff, 2017 ). 

peedy control 

We can trace these logics of ‘speedy control’ in the practices of drug
arly warning systems. The drug EWS of the EU, for instance, is contin-
ent upon developing “more rapid risk assessment ” to offer “round-the-
lock access to information ” ( Evans-Brown et al., 2018 : 19). The EU EWS
overns through time , producing forewarnings in a “timely manner ” to
nable “timely and effective action ” ( EMCDDA, 2020 ). It is “thanks to
uch foresight ”, we are told, that “Europe has been well prepared and
4 
ble to rapidly respond to protect public health ” ( EMCDDA, 2022 : 30).
nd like the precautionary control of disease outbreak, precautionary
rug controls seek to ‘stamp out’ new drugs as they outbreak. Here, for
nstance, fentanyl’s emergence, a factor of risk in overdose, is consti-
uted a problem of weak control, including of pharmaceutical global
rade: 

“One of the reasons behind the increase in these fentanils is that they
are not controlled under the United Nations drug control conven-
tions. This means that in many countries they can be manufactured
and traded relatively freely and openly – a situation which has been
exploited by entrepreneurs and crime groups using companies based
in China to make the substances ” ( Evans-Brown et al., 2018 : 10). 

And similarly, early warning indicators suggestive of a shift away
rom fentanyl derivatives in Europe since 2019, are speculated as a con-
equence of control: 

“While the causes of this shift away from fentanyl derivatives are
unclear, the shift coincides with the introduction of generic control
measures for fentanyl derivatives in China, where many of these sub-
stances are manufactured ” ( Evans-Brown et al., 2018 : 12). 

Sociological and historical analyses indicate the potential harmful
ffects of outbreak’s enforcement reflex. Precautionary control resides
n, and reproduces, existing institutional and legal infrastructures as the
rimary solution in uncertainty or crisis. This may perpetuate, and fur-
her entrench, the structuration of policy-induced harms. For instance,
n each of the extending waves of pharmaceutical drug epidemic in the
.S. over the past century, supply-side enforcement and other policing

nterventions have been prompted ( Herzberg et al., 2016 ). The intensi-
cation of policing, and the criminalisation of the sale and (mis)use of
rescription drugs, in the face of declared opioid overdose outbreak have
reated conditions for new heroin markets perpetuating opioid over-
ose risk, including in new populations and places, especially among
he marginalised ( Ciccarone, 2019 ; Herzberg et al., 2016 ; Kolodny et al.,
015 ). Reflex responses to localised drug epidemic which centre on the
tamping out of international illicit opioid supply, such as via Mexico
nd China in responses to fentanyl outbreak, as with efforts to con-
rol cocaine outbreak in previous decades, risk opening-up new drug
arkets, expanding health harm and insecurity ( Ciccarone, 2019 , 2020 ;
einarman and Levine, 2004 ). 

lternative configurations 

Sociological analyses thus emphasise outbreak and early warning as
raming the scale and complexity of the problem as an urgent concern
hat can extend beyond the ordinary, beyond the local, and beyond the
ear and now. The call to make early warning speedier and outbreaks
ore controllable is a ‘given’ of outbreak science and policy. But just as

here are costs and harms associated with enforcement efforts to ‘stamp
ut’ disease outbreaks, as with lockdowns and restrictions in population
ovement and behaviour, an enforcement reflex in the control of drugs

nd drug outbreaks is not harm neutral, as an overwhelming body of
esearch shows, including in relation to overdose ( El-Bassel et al., 2021 ;
ine et al., 2020 ; Herzberg et al., 2016 ; Jurecka and Barocas, 2023 ;
etherland and Hansen, 2017 ; Tyndall and Dodd, 2020 ). The enforce-
ent reflex afforded by outbreak risks reproducing the unequal present,
erpetuating patterns of problematisation, criminalisation and stigma-
isation. Our proposal is to slow down our reasoning ( Stengers, 2018 ),
o resist a reflex response, to ask how we might think of early warning
nd outbreak differently. In what follows below, we trace outbreak’s
emporal enactments in relation to opioid overdose, looking first at epi-
emiological work on prediction, and second at sociological work on
utbreak’s social and ecological evolution. But first, we must note the
otentials afforded by signals of change within the scientific field of
arly warning. 
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arly warning trends in the drugs field 

There is a notable lack of social study interrogating early warning
n the drugs field. This is despite ‘new drug trends’ and ‘epidemics’ be-
ng objects of attention in drug ‘ethno-epidemiology’ for many years
 Agar and Reisinger, 2001 ; Clatts et al., 2002 ; Moore et al., 2009 ). Here,
e attend specifically to what we detect as signals of shift or poten-

ial change within narratives of early warning in the drugs field; shifts
hich broaden the field of epidemiological vision beyond the myopia of

ubstance, the local, the now, and the short-term, to a longer-term and
roader envisioning, especially in relation to temporality. 

eyond substance 

Early warning in the drugs field is fundamentally a technology of
hemical identification ( Evans-Brown et al., 2018 : 18). With the drug
he ‘substance’ of outbreak, surveillance technologies mobilise to detect
he emergence of new and mutating substances, our variants-of-concern
f you will. The material capture of substance largely relies upon seizures
from police, crime scenes and customs) and chemical analyses of sam-
les (most often toxicological measures tracing the poisoning that sub-
tances leave behind). The most prominent innovations of technological
romise in substance detection – such as wastewater-based epidemiol-
gy (WBE), the testing of drug residue in equipment, and toxicovigi-
ance ( EMCDDA, 2016 ; Gushgari et al., 2019 ; UNODC, 2020a ) – present
s measures, more or less directly, of substance. Recently up-scaled to
etect viral outbreaks of Covid-19, there is particular currency in the
romissory narratives of WBE ( Bade et al., 2023 ; Erickson et al., 2021 ;
itter et al., 2023 ; Gushgari et al., 2019 ; Lancaster et al., 2019 ). With

ess time lag than routinely reported data (for instance, in warning sys-
ems like DAWN), WBE is enacted as a “near real-time ” and “unbiased ”
easure of substance that can “help prevent the next drug epidemic ”

 Margetts et al., 2020 : 1,10). The claim of ‘near real-time’ substance
apture affords technologies of detection like WBE an anticipatory imag-
nary in helping to “predict rather than react ” ( Margetts et al., 2020 : 1),
hereby “forecasting potential outbreaks ”, including in relation to “opi-
ids and fentanyl analogues ” ( Erickson et al., 2021 : 402). Detection here
erges with prediction in the prevention of drug outbreak. 

While this attention to the materiality of substance appears taken for
ranted, we can pick up on signals emerging within the field to speculate
n how early warning might see beyond substance . How do we open-up
arly warning beyond chemical detection to a different problematisa-
ion? This potential – of early warning that moves ‘beyond substance’ to
lso bring other objects, social conditions, and ecologies into view – is
ade possible by an increasingly prominent narrative in early warning

cience: the ‘problem of complexity’ ( Evans-Brown and Sedefov, 2017 ;
NODC, 2020b ; Agar, 2003 ). 

Substances are increasingly seen as complex . They are presented as
ess stable, and more fluid, open to mutation, masking and multiplicity,
ncluding via chemical syntheses, as well as easier to conceal and move,
nd also, smarter at evasion, including via their presentation as some-
hing other than what they really are. The speed of mutations among
ynthetic opioids, for instance, renders early warning that seeks to de-
ect one drug at a time too slow, even obsolete, since singular traceable
ubstances have dissolved in an ecology of interchangeable molecules
 De Weerdt, 2019 ). Chemically masked substances also present as if
hey are ‘non-controlled’ before converting back into their ‘actual self’
r ‘parent drug’, sometimes with precursors. In this narrative, what are

really drugs’ “end up as ‘legal highs’, ‘research chemicals’, or ‘food sup-
lements’ which are sold openly in the high street and online ” as well
s “on the illicit market ” ( Evans-Brown et al., 2018 ). In research on il-
icit heroin markets, street-based fentanyl in adulterated or substituted
eroin, unbeknown to many users, was said to be the norm in areas
f the U.S. reporting the highest rates of overdose ( Mars et al., 2018 ).
ith substances and markets smarter and craftier, many ‘drug indica-

ors’ are no longer fit for purpose ( Peacock et al., 2019 ). Despite the
5 
romissory early warning claims of detection technologies like WBE,
he substances implicated in opioid overdose risk, such as heroin and
entanyl, may escape detection given that these are “low concentration ”
amples that cannot easily be extracted from the “complex wastewater
oup ” ( Burgard et al., 2017 : 10). The troubled substance-based claims
f early warning detection, especially evident in the molecules affect-
ng opioid outbreak ( Castiglioni, 2016 ; De Weerdt, 2019 ; Östman et al.,
014 ), invite speculating early warning beyond substance. 

eyond local 

Second, there is a related narrative of complex systems . Drug markets
ave become fluid, dynamic and fast expanding, increasingly virtual, di-
ersified, globalised, as well as pharmaceuticalised, making them “more
hallenging to disrupt ” ( EMCDDA, 2022 : 29). The “greater complexity ”
f early warning is signalled, for instance, by technological develop-
ents intersecting with the pharmaceuticalisation of markets at global

cale ( EMCDDA, 2020 ). As noted of pharmaceutical threats: “companies
hurn out vast quantities of legal replacements to controlled drugs ”,
hich are shipped “cheaply and quickly ”, and where “a few grams

are] sufficient to make many thousands of doses for the drug market ”
 Evans-Brown et al., 2018 : 5). Early warning of new drugs and how
hey “spread ” across space and time, it is argued, “should not only be
one at the national level ” but “requires an organised global campaign ”
 Bade et al., 2023 : 5). Technologies of detection must re-orientate, as
ell as up-scale, from concrete signs of substance in localised places
nd spaces to tracing diffusions among actors, chemical and otherwise,
cross infrastructures and networks, virtual and material. This complex-
ty is said to be epitomised by the emergence and marketing of new
ynthetics, including fentanyl and its analogues that play a key role
n overdose outbreak ( Evans-Brown et al., 2018 ; Reuter et al., 2021 ;
oorob, 2019 ). 

We can take the narrative of complexity that presents as a problem in
arly warning as a signal of potential to speculate on how early warning
ight see beyond local . How do we open-up the practices of early warn-

ng beyond the near and proximal to eventuate a broader problemati-
ation of globally connected drug outbreak emergent in a longer-term
rajectory of market, technological and other trends? The pharmaceuti-
alisation of global drug markets, for instance, has fostered an environ-
ent of perpetual localised opioid overdose outbreak ( Herzberg et al.,
016 ). But the invitation to speculate early warning ‘beyond local’ can
e imagined in ways that look beyond the contingencies of glocalised
rug market transformations (an immediate matter of concern in the
cience of early warning). Seeing beyond the local and proximal not
nly accentuates a shift from substance to harm but to the structuration
f harm through social systems and conditions, including the localised
ffects of slow-moving ‘mega trends’ and ‘big events’ ( Friedman et al.,
021 ; Rhodes and Lancaster, 2021 ; Zolopa et al., 2021 ). 

eyond now 

Early warning that extends ‘beyond the drug’ and ‘beyond the prox-
mal’ invites a longer, and more ecological, view ( Rhodes and Lan-
aster, 2021 ) . This is potential that at once widens the field of vision
scope) and stretches the focal point (reach); that is, an extending of the
patial and temporal relations of early warning. A key focus of concern
n early warning being insufficiently agile and pre-emptive is how such
fforts move between indicators of the retrospective into the prospec-
ive; a process described in sociological work as ‘prospecting retrospects’
 Brown and Michael, 2003 ). Of particular attention is how early warning
an become more ‘futures-oriented’, including by tracing slower mov-
ng signals beyond those of the locally immediate present and near past
 Rhodes and Lancaster, 2021 ). This returns the ‘early’ of early warn-
ng towards an emphasis on projecting “well in advance ”, including in-
ormed by analyses of the social and ecological conditions of risk, rather
han in the ‘near real-time’ of speedy response prompted by hazards
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ccurring ( Alcántara-Ayala and Oliver-Smith, 2019 : 317). How then,
ight early warning and outbreak temporality be opened-up beyond

he near and now into a longer view? How might a longer view of past
nd future extend the ‘early’ of early warning as well as situate outbreak
ore ecologically? 

eyond the near and now 

In the epidemiological reasoning of early warning science, the an-
icipatory governance afforded by declaration of outbreak is ‘evidence-
ased’ in enumerated predictions and projections ( Rhodes et al., 2020 ,
022a , b ). Predictive models are said to hold particular promise, not only
or planning and preparedness but as a basis for outbreak response de-
isions ( George et al., 2019 ), including potentially in efforts to prevent
verdose ( Borquez and Martin, 2022 ; Bharat et al., 2021 ; Chiang et al.,
020 ; Lo-Ciganic et al., 2022 ; Marks et al., 2022 ). Investing in tech-
ologies of prediction and forecasting as part of coordinated national
esponses promises to “anticipate outbreak and respond pre-emptively ”
 Marks et al., 2022 ), thereby “bending the curve ” of the overdose expo-
ential ( Burke and Jalal, 2022 ). 

Here, we characterise emergent signals of shift in early warning tem-
orality as moves between the ‘ future familiar’ – short-term forecasts,
ased on proximal indicators in-the-now, that extend the near present
s we know it – and the ‘future less familiar’ – long-view speculation
hat reaches beyond the near, now and empirically known to also signal
breaks’ in what might become. The future familiar, the epidemiologi-
al mainstream, is a stable and controllable present, which, unlike the
uture less familiar, tends to neglect speculation on the otherwise, such
s the potential for radical change ( Hu, 2018 ; Savransky, 2017 ). 

rediction: the future familiar 

Prediction is a taken for granted technique of short-term forecast in
pidemics, presented as grounded in the more-or-less known via em-
irical indicators whose veracity and certainty is said to enable rea-
onable statements of probability ( George et al., 2019 ; Huppert & Ka-
riel, 2013 ). In fast-moving epidemics, short-term forecasts are typically
estricted to weeks ( Funk et al., 2019 ). In efforts to predict opioid over-
ose, an outbreak might be forecast based on the past six months or
ear ( Borquez and Martin, 2022 ; Marks et al., 2021 ). Claims of predic-
ion as evidence-based rely specifically on their capacity for validation
n empirical observations to protect against the undue uncertainty and
ontingency of longer-term scenarios which are inevitably more specu-
ative ( Funk et al., 2019 ). 

Efforts to use prediction in early warning of opioid overdose combine
arious surveillance sources to show that recent detection of changes
n drug supply, such as the presence of fentanyl, can be linked to
ubsequent overdose presentations and deaths ( Campo et al., 2020 ;
hiang et al., 2020 ; Marks et al., 2021 ; Sumetsky et al., 2021 ). These
re largely retrospective analyses which show that overdose deaths are
redictable in the next year based on those reported in the recent past
 Borquez and Martin, 2022 ). For the first time, in the U.S., there are pub-
ished models predicting geographically targeted future overdose death
ates as an early warning device for national policy, anticipating where
utbreaks will next occur ( Marks et al., 2022 ). Overdose rates in the past
ear become predictors of next year’s overdose rates in a given locality,
ith the spatial and temporal diffusion of overdose projected largely in

elation to indicators of the distribution of drug supply. 
While forward-looking, this, however, is no ‘long-view’ of opioid

verdose. Predicting to prevent accentuates a short-term prospective to
nable a rapid and targeted local response: 

“Most prediction studies examine timescales of one year or less,
which is justified given the urgent need for guidance to prevent fur-
ther overdose and infectious disease outbreaks ” ( Borquez and Mar-
tin, 2022 : 3) 
6 
“Short-term prediction (ie. in the year preceding the outbreak) could
allow us to mount a pre-emptive response and prevent deaths ”
( Borquez and Martin, 2022 : 2) 

Short-term prediction thus gives sufficiently nuanced warning lo-
ally to enable emergency response, such as providing fentanyl test
trips, or creating low threshold supervised spaces for drug use
 Borquez and Martin, 2022 ). The focus is ‘emergency’ with rapid re-
ponse projected in a temporal framing of about a ‘year or less’, that is,
he time in which epidemiological probabilistic forecasts are feasible.
et, as is acknowledged, such short-term prediction occurs in the context
f a long-term and “dismayingly predictable ” epidemic of opioid over-
ose which extends 40 years ( Jalal et al., 2018 ; Jalal and Burke, 2022 ).
ere, we can see how the apparatus of early warning residing in short-

erm prediction delimits the temporality of outbreak to the near present,
nhinging outbreaks from their long and slow violent pasts as well as
ossible futures. 

Prediction, like outbreak, enacts temporal cuts in the long-view of
pidemics. Problems become configured as short-term in their origins
s well as solutions. Early warning itself is constituting outbreak and
ts ecology in particular ways, according to what is presented as measur-

ble . These temporal cuts thus reside in an epidemiological epistemology
n part made possible by the claim that so-called ‘macro’ environmen-
al factors can be held as distinct from so-called ‘micro’ environmental
nes when considered in temporal perspective, to suggest, for instance,
hat there is an insufficiently measurable pathway of timed connection
etween individuals’ local material situations in relation to risk and na-
ional or global economic flows which might shape these ( Borquez and
artin, 2022 ). 

Enacted differently, however, outbreak need not separate or unhinge
rom its long and slow ecological trajectory, and neither might the in-
ividuals and communities affected be disentangled from these slower-
oving (and ongoing) processes. The challenge facing prediction as pre-

ention, as Borquez and Martin point out, is how to better incorporate
hat is often bundled together as part of the ‘problem of complexity’

n epidemiological research which presents as a ‘black box’ of ‘social-
tructural determinants’. How, Borquez and Martin ask, is a 40 year
ngoing epidemic of opioid overdose to ‘flatten its curve’? What kind
f early warning can help? This brings us to the question of how early
arning might see the ‘future less familiar’, a future arguably otherwise

arved out, made absent, from the short-term temporalities of outbreak
rediction. 

peculation: the future less familiar 

In addition to becoming more predictive, we suggest that there
ight be signals that the field of early warning is opening-up to spec-
lation. An “inattention to the future ” said to characterise the drug
olicy field, and perpetuated by short-term probabilistic forecast, can
ean that “researchers write only about what they can be sure of ”

 Caulkins et al, 2003 ). Unlike prediction, speculation is oriented to pos-
ibilities rather than probabilities (Savransky, 2017). Here, the focus
f early warning is developing scenarios of possible future that stretch
eyond the capacities of ‘evidence-based’ and ‘measurable’ predictions.
peculation presents as part solution to the ‘problems of complexity’
roubling the early warning of outbreak. 

A move towards speculation can be seen, for instance, in the grow-
ng interest and use of Foresight methods in global health and drug pol-
cy ( Rhodes and Lancaster, 2021 ). Though variously defined, Foresight
s usually done through workshops and deliberation events among ex-
erts, as well as through research, and generally includes: horizon scan-
ing (of emerging drivers and signals of change); scenario development
to build narratives of alternative plausible and possible futures); and
ction planning (to map how to get to the futures preferred). Foresight
hus incorporates: speculation of the plausible as well as possible, across
lternative scenarios; multiple forms of expertise, including beyond the
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pidemiological; a participative approach of dialogue, across multiple
xpertise; techniques to map, visualise and narrate scenarios; and look-
ng back, in long-view, and at mega-trends, to anticipate social change
 Giaoutzi and Sapio, 2013 ). Foresight methods have been re-energised
ost Covid-19. The World Health Organization, for instance, recently
aunched a Foresight initiative “to set futures-thinking in motion ”, “to
rovoke imagination, to think beyond today’s reality to a better tomor-
ow, and to take active steps to get there ” (2022). In the same year
2022), the EMCDDA launched a Foresight toolkit to better prepare in
elation to drug outbreaks and futures. 

Foresight is but one example of a speculative approach which moves
etween slower moving signals of the past into the present and future
s a means of ‘prospecting retrospects’ in long-view. Speculative efforts
tretch beyond reasonable prediction, but in the field of policy nonethe-
ess reside in the “shadow of probabilities ” ( Savransky, 2017 ). Whilst
peculative, such efforts are cast as ‘actionable’ interventions to enable
future proofing’, idealising a relatively unproblematic translation of
evidence-based’ intervention ( WHO, 2022 ; EMCDDA, 2022 ). There is
he need to investigate the use and potential of speculative methods in
rug policy, including how they draw on sociological and historical ex-
ertise to re-configure outbreak otherwise, including in long-view. 

pioid overdose in long-view 

The long trajectory of overdose epidemic hits home how the appa-
atus of early warning residing in a short-term outbreak rationality un-
inges some outbreaks from their long and slow violent paths. We move
hen, from the predictable to the speculative, from the probable to the
ossible, from the empirically measurable to that which cannot so easily
e epidemiologically empirically grounded. And in doing so, we move
eyond the near past and now of epidemiological prediction linked to
pecific substances towards speculating on a “fundamental longer-term
rocess ” ( Jalal et al., 2018 ). The speculative question is what we might
ork with – as evidence, as expertise, as narrative – that stretches our
pidemiological and sociological imaginations of the past and future be-
ond the short-term predictable. 

eaths of despair and deaths of supply 

There are two prime narratives enacted in the science of causation
n the U.S. epidemic of opioid overdose: ‘deaths of despair’; and ‘deaths
f supply’. Our aim here is not to appraise these (see: King et al., 2022 ;
eltzer, 2020 ; Thombs et al., 2020 ), but to consider how they are work-
ng to enact outbreak in longer-term perspective. 

First coined by economists Case & Deaton (2015, 2020) , in
he ‘deaths of despair’ narrative, the opioid epidemic resides in a
alf-century process of deindustrialisation, entangling unemployment,
nder-employment, reduced pay and weakening labour unions, com-
unity and family disintegration, and increased stress and ontological

nsecurity, to foster precarious conditions conducive to drug demand,
ncluding as pain relief. Multiple epidemiological studies claim to sup-
ort different elements of this scenario ( Dwyer-Lindgren et al., 2018 ;
clean, 2016 ; Monnat, 2019 ; Peters et al., 2020 ; Thombs et al., 2020 ;
enkataramani et al., 2020 ). One such study specifically tailored to

nvestigate the association between manufacturing decline and opioid
ortality between 1999 and 2017, concluded thus: 

“The findings provide strong evidence that the restructuring of the
U. S. labour market has played an important upstream role in the
current drug crisis. Up to 92,000 overdose deaths for men and up
to 44,000 overdose deaths for women are predicted by the decline
of state-level manufacturing over this nearly two-decade period. ”
( Seltzer, 2020 : 1). 

The narrative of ‘demand in despair’ entangles with one of ‘sup-
ly’ ( Currie and Schwandt, 2021 ; Hadland et al., 2019 ; Mackary, Over-
on, & Wang, 2017 ; Ruhm, 2019 ). Here, the opioid epidemic resides
7 
n a three decade process linked to the pharmaceuticalisation of soci-
ty ( Abraham, 2010 ). Tectonic style shifts in opioid prescribing for pain
elief followed the US Food and Drug Administration’s deregulation of
urdue Pharma’s OxyContin in 1995 ( Hadland et al., 2019; Mackary
t al., 2017 ). Purdue and other pharmaceutical companies profited mas-
ively from their aggressive marketing of opioids, especially in areas
f social and economic precarity, seen as affording demand potential
 Monnat, 2019 ; Peters et al., 2020 ; Thombs et al., 2020 ). Prescription
pioid sales, as well as deaths attributable to prescription opioids, in-
reased fourfold between 1999 and 2008 ( Paulozzi et al., 2011 ). In
015, there were enough prescription opioids dispensed to medicate ev-
ry adult in the United States with 5mg of hydrocodone every 4 hours
or 3 weeks ( Guy et al., 2017 ). Around this time, 80% of people using
eroin surveyed nationally said that their opioid use began with pain re-
ief ( Muhuri et al., 2013 ). When compared with healthcare systems glob-
lly, the U.S. was prescribing more than 50 times the opioids than the
est of the world combined ( Tick et al., 2017 ). In one much quoted study,
uhm argued that 85% of the increase in overdose deaths between 2002
nd 2015 linked to prescription opioids (Ruhn, 2019). Fentanyl, linked
o the globalisation of this synthetic and its analogues in multiple opi-
id markets ( Reuter et al., 2021 ; Suzuki and El-Haddad, 2017 ), has ac-
ounted for an increasing share of overdose mortality in the years to
018 ( Dart et al., 2015 ; Jalal and Burke, 2021 ; Zoorob, 2019 ). Here,
 narrative of ‘deaths of supply’ also emphasises drugs made toxic and
nsafe for use ( Ivsins et al., 2020 ). 

Whilst some have pitched the problematisations of ‘deindustrialised
espair’ and ‘pharmaceuticalised supply’ against each other, in efforts to
etrospectively account for, as well as quantify or predict, how the share
f mortality falls (for example, Ruhm, 2019 ), narratives of demand and
upply have generally settled in most accounts as inseparable. Here is
ne such example: 

“We conclude by reiterating that the drug-related mortality is a likely
deleterious ‘downstream’ consequence of changes in the U.S. econ-
omy over the past half-century that have led to increased income
inequality and an exploitative private health care and pharmaceuti-
cal industry. ” ( Thombs et al., 2020 : 286) 

And here is another: 

“The ecological, demand-side influence of structural economic
change remains a salient predictor of rising drug and opioid deaths
even in states that had adopted strict drug control policies in the
1990s which would ultimately reduce the supply of legal prescrip-
tion opioids over the next two decades ” ( Seltzer, 2020 : 10-11). 

 sociological long-view 

The relative weight given to problematisations of despair and sup-
ly vary in the narratives that science produces. Speculations give rise to
ossibilities, that is, alternative contingencies, conditions and trajecto-
ies of outbreak. Let us next speculate the long-view of opioid overdose
s enacted in sociological work. We highlight three intersecting enact-
ents: class; race; and pharmocracy. 

First, class. Here, overdose outbreak is narrated as an effect of sus-
ained class-based economic inequalities ( Friedman et al., 2020 ). This
cenario traces the long-view of overdose back to post-war shifts in
eoliberal society enabling the rights of companies to make profits
here production is cheapest, thereby producing economic inequali-

ies, recessions, weakened unions, weakened worker protections, as well
s weakened social and public institutional supports ( Harvey, 2013 ;
cNally, 2011 ; Paley, 2015 ). In this narrative, which Friedman and

olleagues cast as a “one-sided class war ”, economic inequalities are
aterialised through pathways of reduced work opportunity and fragile
orking conditions, characterised by workplace injury, which taken to-
ether produce “communities of despair ”, managed through pain relief
 Friedman et al., 2020 ; Ikeler, 2020 ; Sered, 2019 ). The workplace be-
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omes an embodiment and cause of pain ( Buer, 2020 ; Harduar Morano
t al., 2018 ). Intervention accordingly extends beyond the immediacy
f harm and proximity of the drug to invite longer lasting, sustainable,
nd radical social change: 

“One-sided class war has been a major contributor to the opi-
oid/overdose epidemic by facilitating pharmaceutical companies in
their push to increase profits through selling addictive pain medi-
cations, specifically opioids; creating communities of despair; and
contributing to pain in the population. This suggests that ending (or
at least reducing) the one-sided class war might help address the
opioid/overdose epidemic. ” ( Friedman et al., 2020 : 10) 

Class-based inequality is reproduced also, according to sociological
nd historical accounts, in how drug policy and health care interven-
ions value and distribute their care as well as envision their access to
itizenship ( Fine et al., 2020 ; Herzberg et al., 2016 ; Hansen et al., 2023;
etherland & Hansen, 2017 ). As journalist Beth Macy reflects, in her
ook Dopesick, on the slow national emergency response in the face of
nprecendeted deaths, it was “working-class families who were tradi-
ionally depending on jobs in high-risk industries to pay their bills ”,
ho “weren’t just the first to experience the epidemic of drug overdose ”
ut “also happened to live in politically unimportant places, hollows
nd towns and fishing villages where the treatment options were likely
o be hours from home ” (2018: 7-8). 

Sociological and historical work also accentuates the racialised
tructuration of overdose epidemic ( Fine et al., 2020 ; Kunins, 2020 ;
ópez et al., 2022 ). Here, multiple forms of entangling racialised in-
quality affecting work, education, housing and life opportunity are said
o shape social capital and risk resistance to produce community con-
exts of attrition and despair ( Bailey et al., 2017 ; Case and Deaton, 2020 ;
riedman et al., 2020 ). These studies emphasise marked exponential
pikes in overdose death among Black and Latinx adults in recent years
n the U.S. ( Cano, 2021 ; El-Bassel et al., 2021 ; Furr-Holden et al., 2021 ).
s concluded in one ethnographic study: “The overdose crisis escalates

n communities where various forms of racialised exclusions are firmly
ntrenched ” ( López et al., 2022 : S180). Unequal exposure to ‘death-
n-life’ ( Davies, 2018 ), where premature death becomes an anticipa-
ion, are traced to legacies of racialised social exclusion and trauma,
eproduced locally in the interventions of drug-related policy, enforce-
ent, criminalisation, and treatment ( Fine et al., 2020 ; Kunins, 2020 ;

ópez et al., 2022 ). In these accounts, “abandonment in overdose death ”
ituates inside the “constant threat of differential and harsher enforce-
ent ” and “a historic consciousness of the racialised trauma of depri-

ritisation ” ( López et al., 2022 : S179). 
Sociological and historical analyses of prescription-driven opioid epi-

emics in the U.S., which largely affected White populations in the
000s, are also accentuated as racialised ( Fine et al., 2020 ; Hansen et al.,
023 ; Netherland and Hansen, 2017 ). Here, opioid overdose resides in
 mix of privileged access to pharmaceuticals for pain relief and impov-
rished communities of despair ( Netherland and Hansen, 2017 ). In con-
rast to an enforcement reflex response seeking to control drug outbreak
s a problematic of race through criminalisation and intensified policing
for which policy responses to crack cocaine in the 1980s present as the
pitome ( Reinarman and Levine, 2004 ) – the ‘drug epidemic’ of prescrip-
ion (White) opioids is traced in critical analyses of science and policy
s ‘white-washed’ ( Fine et al., 2020 ). Here, there is relative compassion,
longside the policing of supply ( Herzberg et al., 2016 ), with overdose
utbreak (belatedly) enacted as emergency ( Christie et al., 2017 ), in
esponse to a “biomedical disease ” presented as “the war on drugs that
asn’t ” ( Netherland and Hansen, 2017 ). In the “White drug war ” opioid
utbreak is “decriminalised ”, with “whiteness preserved ”, thus “leav-
ng intact more punitive systems that govern the drug use of people of
olor ” ( Netherland and Hansen, 2017 : 217). This, it is argued, is a pat-
ern of racialised outbreak response in the U.S. with a “long history ” (
ine et al., 2020 ; Herzberg et al., 2016 ;). The reflex short-termism of out-
reak response anticipates futures differentially in racialised outbreaks.
8 
s Anderson notes, rapid responses that fail to see the structuration of
acialised harms presume the “open-ended futurity of the white liberal
ubject and the repetitive and durative temporalities of black and indige-
ous subjects […] that denies these subjects the possibility of a future ”
 Anderson et al., 2020 : 629). 

A third illustration of sociological enactment enjoins ideas
f pharmocracy ( Szasz, 2001 ; Rajan, 2017 ) with necroeconomy
 Haskaj, 2018 ; Mbembe, 2003 ). Here, overdose presents as collateral. In
 pharmocracy, health is appropriated by capital, with well-being mate-
ialised as a speculative interest of pharmaceutical and other industries.
t is said, for instance, that in the case of OxyContin, Purdue “created
 new market of exploitation based on addiction and death ” ( Darian-
mith, 2021 : 70). Here, it is posited, there is a blurring of lines between
letting die ” and “making die ” ( Haskaj, 2018 ). In a necroeconomy, the
ccumulation of capital does not accrue through the surplus value of
heap labour, but “rather through surplus population ” ( Haskaj, 2018 :
163). It might be seen as the “last hope to extract a ‘quantum of value’
rom populations ” ( Haskaj, 2018 : 1155). Here, death becomes a “source
f value ”, a “new space in capital ”, a “commodity itself ” ( Haskaj, 2018 :
149), around which “monetary value and late capitalist activities flour-
sh ” ( Darian-Smith, 2021 : 61). As Mbembe asked of necropolitics in the
ace of wars: “under what practical conditions is the right to kill, to al-
ow to live, or to expose to death exercised? ” (2003: 12). A necroecon-
my is not only produced in exceptional and extreme violence – such
s the killing that is done in the name of wars – but also in the every-
ay and mundane, that is, in the slow structural violence of attrition
aid to reside in a war on drugs and peoples ( Bourgois and Scheper-
ughes, 2002 ; Bailey et al., 2017 ; Zigon, 2018 ). Anthropologist Andrea
ópez, for example, has explored how homeless women who use drugs
n San Francisco, a city more compassionate than many, embody the
nticipation of death in their everyday lives even as they seek to manage
heir risk of actual death through harm reduction ( López, 2020 ). Again,
arian-Smith: 

“While not necessarily engaged in ‘economies of death’, they rein-
force a sensibility that some human lives are worth more than oth-
ers. Collectively, these industries foster the political and social condi-
tions in which a new type of economy based on the ‘monetization of
death’ may seem even reasonable and practical… There are only de-
grees of culpability separating ‘letting die’ and ‘making die’… While
the (opioid) epidemic is extreme in terms of scale, it should not be
considered an anomaly with respect to what it says about the global
pharmaceutical industry’s casual disregard for human life, and more
disturbingly, its aggressive exploitation of human death ” ( Darian-
Smith, 2021 : 67) 

While some of the weak regulatory structures supporting the
harmocracy that gave rise to overdose epidemics have been belatedly
amed – for instance, through supply-side prescription monitoring pro-
rammes – the effects of these in relation to opioid overdose outcomes
re questionable ( Dickson-Gomez et al., 2021 ; Rhodes et al., 2019 ), and
o not undo the social forces creating the conditions for epidemics and
ndemics ( Fine et al., 2020 ). At the same time, pharmaceuticals present
s a critical ingredient in emergency harm reduction efforts to make a
ontamined drug supply safer, for instance, from fentanyl and its ana-
ogues ( Ivsins et al., 2020 ). Here, the enactment of emergency has the
ffect of enabling a legalised and regulated pharmaceuticalised supply
s the “pragmatic ” and “ethical ” rapid response ( Tyndall, 2020 ). 

low death, slow violence, slow emergency 

There is some affinity in these sociological accounts with what Lau-
en Berlant describes as ‘slow death’: the “physical wearing out of a pop-
lation and the deterioration of people in that population that is very
early a defining condition of their experience and historical existence ”
2007: 754). Berlant’s case study is the U.S. obesity epidemic which she
mphasises as endemic ; ongoing as well as indirect and dispersed in its
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athways of causation and impacts, so much so that the everyday effects
f its socially structured habitation are not stand-out nor even especially
emorable, but wearing over time. Here agency, including that which

ppears to run counter to the accumulation of power or capital, such
s perhaps the self-medication of drugs as pain relief in the face of re-
uced opportunity ( Friedman et al., 2020 ; Zigon, 2018 ), is a ‘practical
overeignty’ of survival in an ongoing, long-term and even predictable,
rajectory of constraint. In our case, surveillance indicators of ongoing
predictable’ overdose ‘endemic’ become ecological signals of long-term,
iffuse and entangled processes of structural, material and racialised vi-
lence. Slow death is affected by a “regime of crisis ordinariness ” rather
han dramatic “crisis management ” ( Berlant, 2007 : 779). In endemics,
fforts to build life and survive become indistinguishable from deteri-
ration and attrition, as does habit from deliberate action. In Berlant’s
ccount, the “attrition of the subject of capital articulates survival as
low death ”, wherein: 

“activity toward reproducing life is not identical to making it or one-
self better, or to a response to the structural conditions of a collective
failure to thrive, but to making a less bad experience. It’s a relief ”
( Berlant, 2007 : 779) 

Sociological thinking in relation to ‘slow deaths’ links with that of
slow violence’ ( Nixon, 2011 ). In his book Slow Violence and the Environ-

entalism of the Poor , Rob Nixon writes: 

“By slow violence I mean a violence that occurs gradually and out
of sight, a violence of delayed destruction that is dispersed across
time and space, an attritional violence that is typically not viewed
as violence at all. Violence is customarily conceived as an event or
action that is immediate in time, explosive and spectacular in space,
and as erupting into instant sensational visibility. We need, I be-
lieve, to engage a different kind of violence, a violence that is neither
spectacular nor instantaneous, but rather incremental and accretive,
its calamitous repercussions playing out across a range of temporal
scales. ” ( Nixon, 2011 : 2) 

Slow violence, then, does not merely accentuate violence as
tructural, a familiar idea in political-economic analyses of harm
 Bourgois and Scheper-Hughes, 2002 ; Rhodes et al, 2011 ), but pro-
okes a temporal reorientation to notice the “slow unfolding envi-
onmental catastrophes ” that diffuse and detach from their proximal
auses and that can go unseen or obscured by the “dramatic packag-
ng ” and “attosecond pace ” of the now ( Nixon, 2011 : 200). Attending to
he slow-burn of epidemics emphasises an alternative problematisation
hich cautions against outbreak constituted as a singular dramatic event
rompting a pre-prepared bureaucratic reflex ( Barker, 2012 ). Rapid re-
ponse is, of course, of our time ; the proffering of quick technological
xes to problems, which may not disappear even if made less visible, as
ime moves on: 

“Ours is […] an era of enclaved time wherein for many speed has
become self-justifying, propulsive ethic that renders ‘uneventful’ vi-
olence (to those who live remote from its attritional lethality) a weak
claimant on our time ” ( Nixon, 2011 : 200) 

An ecology of ‘crisis ordinariness’ habituated in slow violence has
arkedly different effects to the configuration of outbreak as a short-

erm rupture demanding rapid precautionary interruption. Critically,
here is no “interval ” ( Anderson, 2016 ). The maintstream configura-
ion of outbreak enacts an illusion of interval, a distinction between
he everyday normal and the threat of a disrupting event, creating
 time-space to act, in order to bring about the preservation of the
resent as quickly as possible. In slow death ( Berlant, 2007 ), and in
low emergency ( Anderson et al., 2020 ), there is no such distinguish-
ble interval in the habituated embodiment of harm, which is neither
brupt nor bounded, and consequently, not even necessarily memorable
 Berlant, 2007 ). Ben Anderson defines ‘slow emergency’ as marked by
he disjuncture between an emergency claim, like that enacted by the
9 
hort-termism and rapid response of outbreak, and the slow-burn em-
odied experience of outbreak made otherwise which has its origins
lsewhere ( Anderson, 2016 ; Anderson et al., 2020 ). The belated dec-
arations of ‘crisis’ and ‘national emergency’ in response to the opioid
utbreak in the U.S., for instance, exposes an imagined boundary be-
ween the endemic and the eventual, in which the problematisation of
he now is detached from its long-term contingencies. In Berlant’s ac-
ount of slow death there is no distinction between the extreme or spec-
acular and the mundane or ordinary. This is why slow emergency and
low violence is hard to see, as well as kept out of sight, by the short-
ermism of early warning practices and outbreak rationality. Anderson’s
slow emergency’ is a re-configuration of emergency that enables incor-
oration of the ordinary and the ‘uneventful’. Re-configuring outbreak
n long-view likewise considers the ‘attritional lethality’ and ‘impercep-
ibility’ of slow violence and the limits this may place on ‘the capacity
o become otherwise’ ( Anderson et al., 2020 : 634). 

onclusion 

Engaging with epidemiological and sociological work on early warn-
ng and its enactment of outbreak, our aim has been to consider critically
ow configurations of outbreak govern, especially in relation to tempo-
ality. Our approach has not been to question the accounts and specula-
ions of epidemiology and sociology in relation to opioid overdose out-
reak as right or wrong, or as more or less probable, but to work with
heir potentials. Questioning how early warning science enacts and sees
utbreak invites the possibility of seeing differently ( Law, 2009 ). We have
e-assembled outbreak in sociological ‘long-view’ as a way of seeing opi-
id overdose outbreak differently. In doing so, we have drawn attention
o signals of shift and potential in practices of early warning, both within
nd beyond the field of drugs, as well as specifically in relation to opi-
id overdose, which accentuate how outbreak might be remade as an
vent which extends beyond the immediacy of substantive hazard, as
ell as beyond the proximal, the local, the now, and the short-term. We
ave offered a sociological analysis of opioid overdose in long-view via
deas of slow death ( Berlant, 2007 ), slow violence ( Nixon, 2011 ) and
low emergency ( Anderson et al., 2020 ). This has helped to imagine
utbreak otherwise, beyond the logics and practices of epidemiological
arly warning. Assembled in long-view, opioid overdose conditions are
een as ‘beyond outbreak’ as well as ‘beyond epidemic’. 

The long-view of outbreak is a warning of an ecological kind, invit-
ng social changes towards ongoing sustainable care, and not only
echnoscientific fixes delivered in reflex rapid response ( Lancaster and
hodes, 2023 ). We imagine ‘warning’ here in relation to societal con-

ingencies and transformations, not merely in relation to particular sub-
tances and their proximal effects. There is an urgency for harm reduc-
ion responses to deliver emergency interventions in response to over-
ose outbreak to enable safer supply and use among affected commu-
ities, and this has become possible with such outbreak claimed as cri-
is and emergency ( Ivsins et al., 2020 ; Tyndall, 2020 ). Harm reduction
lso calls for sustainable care embedded in long-term societal transfor-
ations ( Campbell, 2020 ; Cerdá et al., 2021 ; El-Bassell, et al., 2021;

riedman et al., 2020 ). The slow violence of structural inequality and en-
emicity of despair may not be undone by the rapid and short-term tech-
ological fix. While side-lined by mainstream early warning approaches,
ommunity responses bear witness to the slow violence of outbreak –
n outbreak made otherwise through this witnessing – demanding so-
ial transformation and structural change ( Campbell, 2020 ; Tyndall and
odd, 2020 ; Watson et al., 2020 ). 

Assembling opioid overdose as ‘slow violent outbreak’ attends to
hat is put out of sight by mainstream configurations of outbreak as en-
cted in the practices of early warning systems and narratives in the
eld. Seeing outbreak in long-view reveals how rapid reflex responses
nd attention on proximal indicators in-the-now can fail to address, as
ell as perpetuate, the ongoing slow violence of harm. As we have ar-
ued, the science of early warning in the drugs field gives primary em-
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hasis on what is epidemiologically empirically measurable and pre-
ictable in the short-term. Yet we need a long and situated view; indi-
ators, signals, evidence, and narratives of an ecological kind. We need
o move out of the ‘shadow of probabilities’ to speculate as well as de-
ect and predict ( Savransky, 2017 ). This requires re-thinking the main-
tream logics and empirics which make up outbreak in epidemiological
arly warnings to speculate and deliberate alternative ways of seeing
cross multiple forms of expertise, including qualitative, experiential
nd sociological. We need, especially, to better incorporate what might
e described as ‘slow observations’ in early warning ( Davies, 2022 );
thnographic, qualitative, informal, community and activist accounts
f slow violence as it is lived incrementally, variably, and over time
 Bourgois and Schonberg, 2009 ; Campbell, 2020 ; Hansen et al., 2023) ).
e-configuring early warning and outbreak in sociological long-view
elps bear witness to the slow violence and slow emergency of harm,
ocusing our attention to warn of societal change. The short-termism
nd reflex precautionary control of early warning, and the particular
outbreak’ it shapes, risks perpetuating the harms of the past into the
resent and future. 
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1 We are grateful to peer reviewer comments which have helped
rystallise this point. 
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